
CONFUCIANISM AND HIGHER LAW THINKING IN 
ANCIENT CHINA 

INTRODUCTION' 

With the emergence of China as a superpower, it is time for West-
ern scholars to study China's political and legal philosophy, history, 
and jurisprudence. Although there is a growing body of research on 
the modern Chinese legal system, little attention has been devoted to 
the formation of the ancient Chinese legal system. To highlight the 
importance of studying the origin of Chinese law, a Chinese legal 
scholar noted that "we need to have a better understanding of ... how 
law appeared and developed in the very early days of Chinese civiliza-
tion" in order to take pmt in today's debate on the modernization of 
the Chinese legal system. 1 In the words of Thomas Jefferson, the study 
of "[h]istory, by apprising [people] of the past, will enable them to 
judge of the future; it will avail them of the experience of other times 
and other nations; it will qualify them as judges of the actions and de-
signs of men."2 

With this in mind, the author will unpack over 5,000 years of his-
tory in search of the origin of law in China. In particular, this essay 
will use the Western natural law framework to examine the historical 
record of the origin and legitimacy of law in China. This article argues 
that despite cultural and language differences, the ancient Chinese 
concept and philosophy of law was not much different than the natural 
law proponents of the Western world. Specifically, this article chal-
lenges the mainstream belief that Chinese law did not have a divine 
origin. It argues this misconception lies on blurring the distinction be-
tween natural law and human law. 

Part I of this article focuses on the philosophical question of "what 
is law?." Part II discusses Confucianism and Legalism respectively 
and suggests that the evidence of "legalization of morality" and 

All ro1nanizations of Chinese words in this article utilize Hanyu Pinyin. The 
discrepancy of certain spellings in quoted texts is attributable to other authors using 
a different romanization method, na1ncly Wade-Giles. 

I YONGPING LIU, ORIGINS OF CHINESE LAW: PENAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE 
LAW IN ITS EARLY DEVELOPMENT, vii-viii (Oxford Univ. Press 1998). 

2 THOMAS JEFFERSON, NOTES ON THE ST ATE OF VIRGINIA Query XIV ( 1782). 
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"Confucianization (moralization) of the law, 3" revealed that legal and 
moral judgment interpenetrated each other in ancient Chinese think-
ing. 4 Part III presents evidence in the Chinese historical record to 
demonstrate that "natural law" thinking was in fact deeply rooted in 
the Chinese culture. Because the nature of this article involves China's 
millennia-long history, its discussions are by no means designed to be 
comprehensive. This note intends to provoke further scholarly debates 
on the origin of Chinese law and whether ancient Chinese laws were 
influenced by morality or some sort of higher law rather than being 
merely an instrument of authoritarian control.5 

I. WHAT IS LAW? 

Publius Iuventius Celsus (67-130 A.D.), an influential ancient 
Roman jurist, said that "law is the science of what is good and just (jus 
est ars bani et aequi)."6 In Latin, two words can be translated to mean 
the word "law." The word jus denotes the abstract nature of law.7 It 
has "rich moral implications of fairness, justice. "8 The word lex has a 
more specific meaning, typically referring to any type of enacted law.9 

In Hebrew, torah - the word for law, refers to the Pentateuch, the first 
five books of the Old Testament in the Bible. But it is also generally 
accepted to mean "the whole of the revealed will of God" which 
would include the teaching of the prophets and their moral precepts. 10 

The Greek word for law - nomos "is used to mean ethical custom ... 
religious rites [and] law in general .... " 11 According to the Apostle 

SHARRON GU, THE BOUNDARlES OF MEANING AND THE FORMATION OF 
LAW: LEGAL CONCEPTS AND REASONlNG IN THE ENGLISH, ARABIC, AND CHlNESE 
TRADITIONS 76-106 (McGill-Queen's Univ. Press 2006) see also Zhiping Liang 
Ctl¥fii]l-), Explicating "Law": A Comparative Perspective of Chinese and Western 
Legal Culture, 3 J. CHINESE L. 55, 87-8 (1989). 

4 TONGZU QU [T'UNG-TSU CH'O] (!i!!Jlll:/Jl), LAW AND SOCIETY IN 
TRADlTlONAL CHINA 267 (Mouton & Co., 1961); see also DERK BODDE & 
CLARENCE MORRIS, LAW IN IMPERIAL CHINA 27-29 (Harvard Univ. Press 1967). 

5 For a discussion on the Rule of Law in Dynastic China, see John W. Head, 
Feeling the Stones When Crossing the River: The Rule of Law in China, 7 SANTA 
CLARAJ. lNT'LL. 2, 38 (2010). 

6 Liang, supra note 3, at 56. 
7 Id. at 56-57. 
8 Id. at 56. 
9 Id. at 57. 

10 Jerome Hall, Paul, the Lawyer, on Law, 3 J. L. & RELIGION 331, 335 (1985) 
(citing W.D. Davies, Paul and the Law: Reflections on Pitfalls in Interpretation, 29 
HASTINGSL.J. 1459, 1460-61 (1978)). 

11 1 ROSCOE POUND, JURISPRUDENCE 27 ( 1959), Hall, supra note 10, at n.18. 
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Paul (5-67 AD.), law was given because of transgression. 12 A New 
Testament commentary puts it succinctly when it said "[a] transgres-
sion is the violation of a standard. The law provides the objective 
standard by which the violations are measured. In order for sinners to 
know how sinful they really are, how far they deviate from God's 
standards, God gave the law." 13 Similar lines of thought can be found 
in Apostle Paul's Epistle to the Romans when he said "for by the law 
is the knowledge of sin" 14 and that "[one] would not have known sin 
except through the law. For [one] would not have known covetousness 
unless the law had said, 'You shall not covet."' 15 Thus, based on 
Apostle Paul's account, it would be fair to say that law was derived 
from the goodness of God to reveal the wickedness of men. Similarly, 
the great Italian philosopher Thomas Aquinas ( 1225-127 4 AD.) de-
fined law as "an ordinance ... of reason ... for the common good, ... 
made by him who has care of the community, ... and promulgated." 16 

In ancient China, the Chinese character for law is "jJ£f". Pictorially, 
the word is composed of the symbols ") " (water), "J,1?,i" (Zhi a single 
horned sacred creature) and "i~" ("to go" or "to remove"). According 
to Shuo Wen lie Zi, (E.YlXffll1i"r~ literally "Explaining and Analyzing 
Characters") the first Chinese dictionary, dated 100 A.O., "i1£i" means 
punishment. 17 One interpretation suggested that the word law was 
composed of "water" because "[it] refers to placing a criminal on the 
water to drift away with the current, what is now called banishment." 18 

The word law was also composed of "},lf;J" (zhi) because legend has it 
that the legal affairs minister Gao Yao (!','-!:[~ill) of Yu the Great (A~ 
2200-2100 B.C.) would have relied on the assistance of the sacred 

12 "What purpose then does the law serve? It was added because of transgres-
sions .... " Galatians 3: 19 (New King James). 

13 Galatians 3, Understanding the Law, INTERVARSITY PRESS (!VP) NEW 
TEST AMENT COMMENT ARIES, hllp://www.biblcgaleway.com/resources/ 
commenlaries/IVP-NT/Gal/Undcrstanding-Law (last visited Ocl. 28, 2013). 

14 Ro,nans 3:20 (New King James). 
15 Ro111a11s 7:7 (New King James). 
16 Peter Kreefl, A Su111n1a of the Su111111a: The Essential Philosophical Passag-

es of St. Tho111as Aquinas' Sununa Theologica Edited and Explained for Beginners 
( 1990), in JEFFREY A. BRAUCH, A HIGHER LAW: READINGS ON THE INFLUENCE OF 
CHRISTIAN THOUGHT IN ANGLO-AMERICAN LA w 24 (William S. Hein & Co., Inc., 
2008). 

17 Liang, supra note 3, at 58-59. 
18 CAI SHUHENG, ZHONGGUO XINGFA SHI (A HISTORY OF CHINESE CRIMINAL 

LAW) 170 (1983), in Liang, supra note 3, al 59. 
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creature Xie Zhi (J'lfll-~) to administer justice. 19 According to Lun Heng 
ciifuffi Critical Essay) written by Han scholar Wang Chong (.3:.YE 27-
100 A.D.), when Gao Yao had doubt as to the guilt of the accused, he 
would ask the sacred creature to separate the innocent from the 
guilty.20 The last component of the ancient pictogram of "i£t (law) is 
the word "~" (to remove) because the sacred creature Xie Zhi would 
strike the guilty parties and remove them.21 Etymologically then, the 
ancient Chinese character "~~,, (law) seems to encapsulate the West-
ern meaning of fairness and justice. 

In discussing the concept of law, it is unquestionable that Chinese, 
Egyptian and Greco-Roman philosophers have coincidentally made 
reference to a supernatural being. In the Chinese context, it was the 
sacred legendary creature Xie Zhi. To the ancient Egyptian, it was 
goddess Maat who was the personification of truth and justice. In 
Greek mythology, it was goddess Themis who was the embodiment of 
divine order, law and custom. To the ancient Romans, it was Justitia or 
Lady Justice who symbolized objectivity and impartiality in a judicial 
system. These show that from ancient times, regardless of culture, 
human conceptions of law and justice have been intimately connected 
with the supernatural world. 

Fa (i't law) is the modern simplified version of the ancient charac-
ter "mll, " as discussed above. According to Gu, the Chinese idea of 
law is without a single origin, originating from a variety of words and 
places. 22 Gu argued that the concept of law and order "stemmed from 
many words that were rooted in and mutated by constant transfigura-
tion."23 Hence, it is important to explore the meaning of these words to 

19 WANG CONG (WANG CHONG), LUN HENG (CRITICAL ESSAYS), translated 
in ALFRED FORKE, LUN-HENG 321 (Paragon Book Gallery 1962); see also Head, 
supra note 5, al 40; Liang, supra note 3, at 59; BODDE & MORRIS, supra note 4, at 
559-60. 

20 Id. 
21 Liang, supra note 3, at 58. 
22 Gu, supra note 3, at 77. 
23 Id. For lhe words dian (JJl.l canon/code) and Iii (tf- slatulc/regular patlcrn), 

see id. al 79, 90. For the words zhi (ili!J regulations/system) and du (ll!' measure), sec, 
Geoffrey MacCormack, Mythology and the Origin of Law in Early Chinese Thought, 
1 J. OF ASIAN LEGAL HISTORY 10, (2001) (legal slalutes, laws, regulations, and 
measures must be patterned on the moral way "J.!Hf-illiJ§f&;,y~iJ:!" Guanzi ('er"f-) -
Fa Fa (YM~) citing GUANZI 'ef-r, VOLUME I 256 (W.A. Rickett trans., Princeton 
Univ. Press 1985)). See infra note 69 and accompanying texl for a discussion on 
dao. 
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develop a more comprehensive understanding of the word, "law."24 

The most important of these words are Ling, Ming, and Xing. 

A. Ling 

Ling (4rcommand, order, or decree), is the oldest Chinese notion 
of sanction found in oracle inscriptions from the Shang Dynasty 
(1751-1112 B.C.)25 and "was mainly used to convey that God ... con-
trolled nature by giving it order."26 During the Zhou dynasty (1111-
249 B.C.), Ling "became a form of legislation through which the kings 
of Zhou expressed their legal intent."27 The word also became associ-
ated with "Tian" (;k heaven) and "Wang" CE king).28 The juxtaposi-
tion of Wang Ling ( order of the king) and Tian Ling ( order of heaven) 
led to the invention of a new word "ming." 

B. Ming 

Ming (nlr mandate), is "an eternally determined and imposed order 
or relationship between the superior and inferior and between the ruler 
and ruled."29 This sounds very much like Sir William Blackstone's 
definition of law when he said that "[!]aw, in its most general and 
comprehensive sense, signifies a rule of action ... which is prescribed 

24 For the word ze (f!IJ rule/pattern), also spelled "tsc," sec JOSEPH NEEDHAM, 
SCIENCE AND CIVILISATION IN CHINA. VOL. II: HISTORY OF SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT 
559-62, 565 (1956), in Derk Boddc, Evidence for "Laws of Nature" in Chinese 
Thought, 20 HARV. J. OF ASIATIC STUDIES 709, 709-10, 714, 721 (1957) (Tse is used 
as a noun to mean rule, law or pattern. The ancient pictograph of ze pictured a caul-
dron and a knife and it signified the very act of incising codes of laws on ritual caul-
drons). For a discussion on the word 1neng ni{?_ covenant) and its difference with the 
word shi C"H oath), see LIU, supra note I, al 22, 148-168. See also CHAN KEI THONG 
cr.·H~]~) & CHARLENE L Fu, FINDING GOD IN ANCIENT CHINA 158-174 (Zondervan 
2009), for a discussion on the parallels between the Hebrew's account on covenants 
in the Old Testament and the Chinese culture. 

25 

26 

27 

Gu, supra note 3, al 77-78. 
Id. al 77. 
Id. 

28 The Chinese character for King"£" "shows the one who bridges the three 
lines representing Heaven, ,nan and earth by co1nprchending the Way." Mary Szto, 
Strengthening the Rule o.f Virtue and Finding Chinese Unv in "Other" Places: 
Gods. Kin, Guilds, and Gifts, 35 SUFFOLK TRANSNAT'L L. REV. I, 7 n.18 (2012). 

29 Gu, supra note 3, at 78. 
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by some superior, and which the inferior is bound to obey."30 The jux-
taposition of Tian Ming (;,i::$ Mandate of Heaven) signified "a supe-
rior authority in the sense of predeterminacy, unalterableness, sover-
eignty and obedience."31 

In discussing the Mandate of Heaven, Thong put forward five 
ways of understanding the Mandate.32 For those "who reject the notion 
that Heaven refers to an all-powerful Supreme Being personally in-
volved in the affairs of mankind, [at the minimum] the Mandate of 
Heaven could be understood as representing natural laws dictating the 
waxing and waning of dynastic cycles."33 But he suggested that a pas-
sage from the Classic of Poetry: "Great Heaven is intelligent, [a]nd is 
with you in all your goings"34 lends support to the understanding that 
at least some ancient Chinese believed that the Supreme Being was 
actively involved in human affairs. 

For the proponents who believe that the Mandate of Heaven is 
predicated on a Supreme Being, Thong posited that the Mandate of 
Heaven can be understood as (1) the will of God, (2) the moral order 
of the universe, (3) the right to rule, and (4) the judgment of history.35 

The concept of the Mandate of Heaven is of utmost importance in the 
Chinese legal tradition because although "China was never a theocra-
cy, the Chinese people have ... always believed that only those se-
lected by God could ascend to the throne. That is, God conferred di-
rectly upon each emperor the right to rule."36 This is an indication that 
the Chinese people believed God was involved in Chinese history and 
that the emperor's authority was derived from God. 

For centuries, the imperial decrees by the emperors of China that 
were used to inform officials and the general public alike of every ma-
jor event within the country invariably began with the same phrase 
"Feng Tian cheng yun Huangdi zhao yue" (¥5i:mll.$. WIR3 B), 
which is translated as "The Emperor, who governs with the Mandate 

30 1 WILLIAM BLACKSTONE, COMMENTARIES *46 (1765) in BRAUCH, supra 
note 16, at 46. 

31 Gu, supra note 3, at 78. 
32 THONG, supra note 24, at 227-28. 
33 Id. at 227. 
34 Classic of Poetry (tHII'), Da Ya (::k;fti'), Anecdotes of Sheng Min, Ban, 

verse 8, cited in THONG, supra note 24, at 227. 
35 THONG, supra note 24, at 227-28. It is interesting to note that this "will of 

God" understanding of the Mandate of Heaven is identical to Blackstone's "will of 
his maker" understanding of natural law. See infra notes 115-16 and accompanying 
LCXL 

36 THONG, supra note 24, at 226. 
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of Heaven, declares. "37 This concept of ''.jun quan tian shou" 
(T'\·f7Ji;li:jjz: the Emperor is appointed by and derived power from 
Heaven) is similar to the Apostle Paul's teaching in the Bible that 
"[e]veryone must submit ... to the governing authorities, for there is 
no authority except that which God has established. The authorities 
that exist have been established by God."38 A century before the Apos-
tle Paul's letter to the Romans, historical Chinese literature revealed 
that the Chinese have long believed that "[!Jaws are derived from po-
litical power and political power is derived from the way (dao )."39 

Interestingly, the Chinese called the man selected by this divine 
election Tian Zi (:kr Son of Heaven). "[A]lthough the Son of Heav-
en was the supreme ruler of the land, he was ... [only] a regent or 
viceroy chosen to rule China on God's behalf' because "the Mandate 
was not constant: What God gives, He can also take away."40 An em-
peror's ability to hold the Mandate of Heaven was conditioned upon 
"[h]is personal virtues and wisdom in governing."41 He "also had to 
ensure that his own character reflected and represented God ... m 
word and deed. "42 

C. Xing 

Xing (Jfil punishment),43 the establishment of, which as described 
by Han Shu (i'JHfil' History of the Han Dynasty), is attributed to the 
ancient sages. "The sages, being enlightened and wise by nature, in-
evitably penetrated the mind of Heaven and Earth. They shaped the 
rules of proper behavior [Ii t-'NJ.], created teachings, established law [fa 
1:1.;], and instituted punishments [xing )fill ... patterning and modeling 
themselves on Heaven and Earth."44 Bodde noted that "[a]lthough the 

37 NATIONAL . PALACE MUSEUM OF TAIWAN (l,lllll:i1;i('@; ~\ljbJ!lfc). 
http://www.npm.gov.tw/exh96/treasure/02_cn.html (last visited Nov 11, 2013). 

38 Romans 13: I (New International). 
39 "7:t/:1:\ 51'-1\!i, t\1!/:1:\ 51'-ifil. " Guanzi Ci"fi' .:Cf) - Xin Shu I (,C.-f,l'i J:), 

MacCormack, supra nole 23. Sec infra note 69 and acco,npanying text for a discus-
sion on dao. 

40 THONG, supra note 24, at 226. Sec infra Part 11.D for further discussion on 
the Confucian view on the Mandate of Heaven. 

41 THONG, supra note 24, at 226 
42 id. at 232. 
43 Gu, supra note 3, at 78; LIU, supra note I, at 111. 
44 BAN Gu (JJ.Elilll), Han shu, ch. 23 ("Treatise on Punishments and Law"), 

translated in HULSEWE, I REMNANTS OF HAN LAW, I, 321-22, modified by D. Bodde 
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sages are said to have 'penetrated the mind of Heaven and Earth,' they 
surely did so through their own intelligence and not with the aid of 
divine revelation."45 Bodde's conclusion counters the wisdom of both 
Sir William Blackstone and Confucius. Blackstone imparted that since 
men were created in the image of God; and God, at the time of crea-
tion, imprinted His law in human hearts, and men were endowed with 
both reason and freewill. One can make use of these faculties to dis-
cover the meaning of God's will.46 Therefore, the ancient sages must 
not have discovered the meaning of God purely through their own in-
telligence. In the Analects, Confucius said "at fifty, I understood the 
Mandate of Heaven."47 Through study man can, with reason, distin-
guish right from wrong and comprehend the moral truths (Mandate of 
Heaven) established by the creator God because God has implanted 
His Way into human hearts.48 

ll. NATURAL LAW AND THE Two CHINESE SCHOOLS OF THOUGHT 

The two Chinese schools of thought that will be covered in this 
section are Confucianism and Legalism. As an overview, there are 
four perspectives concerning the origin and the evolution of Chinese 
law: (1) Confucian-based approach, (2) Marxist apEroach, (3) socio-
logical approach, and (4) cosmic harmony approach. 9 

The Confucian school of thought attributes the origin of law to the 
ancient sages. Although Confucians believed that "a virtuous ruler 
should always lead the people by moral suasion, rather than by law 
and punishment,"50 they recognized "law as a regrettable social neces-
sity."5I Since the Confucian approach is the classical approach to Chi-
nese law, this article will heavily focus its discussion on Confucianism 
despite the fact some claim the Confucian account was a mix of 
"myth, legend, idealized fiction and some facts."52 

in BODDE & MORRIS, supra note 4, at 15; see also MacCormack, supra note 23, at 8-
9. 

45 BODDE &MORRIS, supra note 4, at 15 n.29. 
46 1 WILLIAM BLACKSTONE, COMMENTARIES *38-46 (Univ. of Chicago Press 

1979) (1765), as reprinted in BRAUCH, supra note 16, at46-47. 
47 "3i -1-flil J;n ;Rft," , The Analects (tifrlilfr) - Wei Zhang (~J!&), ch. 2, verse 

4 translated in THONG, supra note 24, at 228. 
48 THONG, supra note 24, at 228. 
49 LIU, supra note 1, at 9-10. 
so Id. at 9. 
st Id. 
s2 Id. 
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The Legalist school of thought can be viewed as a combined per-
spective of the Marxist and sociological approaches. The Marxist ap-
proach suggests "law and punishment were created and used by the 
ruling class to repress the people,"53 while the sociological approach 
viewed "law as one type of social control."54 

For the sake of completeness, though not the article's main focus, 
the cosmic harmony approach is included here. The cosmic harmony 
approach suggests the ancient belief of the existence of some mythical 
relationships between the natural and the human worlds had some ef-
fects on the evolution of law in China. Proponents of this approach 
argue cosmic harmony "belonged to the stream of archaic thought 
which was filled with the magicomythical concepts of 'primitive soci-
ety. "55 Gao Yao' s reliance on the sacred creature Xie Zhi in making 
judicial decisions mentioned in Part I above would perhaps fall within 
this kind of primitive religious thought.56 

A. Confucianism and the Concept of "Ii" 

Confucianism represents the teaching of the Chinese philosopher 
Confucius (JL'f551-479 B.C.), and his followers, most prominently 
Mencius (Ji°i:'f 372-289 B.C.) and Xunzi (illJ'f 312-230 B.C.), who 
emphasized the concept of Ii (tW!) as the means to maintain social or-
der. 57 Li in its narrowest sense can be translated as religious rituals or 
rites.58 In a broader sense, Ii denotes a variety of duties and polite be-
haviors in all customary situations involving social relationships.59 In 
the broadest sense, Ii are the rules of propriety and proper conduct for 
all institutions and relationships.6° Confucians also focused on the 
concept of "governing by li,"61 "ruling by virtue,"62 and "teaching by 
example."63 Within the ideal Confucian order, a "good ruler ... [is to] 

53 Id. al 10. 
54 Id.; see also Qu, supra note 4. 
55 LIU, supra note 1, at 10 (internal quotation 1narks 0111ittcd). 
56 See Liang, supra note 3, at 59, for a comparison between Gao Yao's reli-

ance of Xie Zhi in 1nakingjudgn1ent and the Western tradition of"trial by ordeal." 
57 QU, supra note 4, at 2-3, 226. Wcjcn Chang, Classical Chinese Jurispru-

dence and the Development of the Chinese Legal System. 2 TSINGHUA CHINA L. REV. 
207, 229-40 (2010). 

58 
59 

60 

61 

62 
63 

BODDE & MORRIS, supra nolc 4. al 19. 
Id. 
Id. 
Qu. supra note 4, al 241. 
Id. al 251. 
Chang, supra nolc 57, al 217. 
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provide the people with an example of proper behavior according to Ii 
"64 The ruling class is the focal point of a moral force, and "the 

foundation of such a state would rest wholly on moral force rather than 
on physical coercion."65 

B. Confucian 's View on Human Nature 

Confucius believed human nature was malleable66 because "hu-
mans were capable of being reasonable and compassionate .... "67 

Mencius went further and claimed human nature was good.68 He be-
lieved people could find "the Way" (dao J:iit) for proper human behav-
ior in their own hearts. 69 Like Confucius, Mencius argued people were 
born with an innate ability to see reason and a common sense of right-
ness.70 Perhaps this is where the old Chinese maxim "gong dao zi zai 
ren xin"71 Uustice naturally inhabits in man's heart) came from. He 
believed every person had an inborn heart of compassion ('tWJ~,1lt;t,t,), 
shame (~!M\z,t,), humility (i%NlJ1z,t,), and discernment from right 
and wrong (;l.&~~z,t,).72 He advocated that since these qualities are 
inherent to each individual, every human being can nurture these qual-
ities to develop good social behavioral norms.73 "[F]rom the heart of 
compassion, [benevolence J (ren i=) could be developed; from the 

64 Benjamin Schwarlz, On Attitudes Toward Law in China, in GOVERNMENT 
UNDER LA w AND THE INDIVIDUAL 27, 31 (Milton Katz ed., 1957). 

65 Id. 
66 

67 
Chang, supra note 57, at 217. 
Id. at 214. 

68 Id. at 22 J; see also BOD DE & MORRIS, supra note 4, at 20 ("Man is by na-
ture good, or at least is a rational being capable of learning goodness."). 

69 Chang, supra note 57, at 22 I. See also Jiao Xun (:fl(, 1Jill), Meng Zi Zheng Yi 
(;f;;_-'f iE'i:li Rectification of notes to the Analects of Menius) 29 I in I Xin Bian Zhu 
Zi Ji Cheng (lrrti\l\JlYa··Cf·~JiX: New edition of thoughts of ideologist in ancient China) 
(1978), noted in Chang, supra note 57, at 251 n.30. C. S. Lewis spoke of dao as "the 
Way in which the universe goes on, the Way in which things everlastingly emerge, 
stilly and tranquilly, into space and time. It is also the Way which every man should 
tread in imitation of that cosmic and supercos1nic progression, conforming all activi-
ties to that great exemplar." C.S. LEWIS, THE ABOLITION OF MAN 30 (First Touch-
stone 1996) (1944) Explaining that dao is equivalent to the Western concept of natu-
ral law. Id. 

70 

71 
Chang, supra note 57, at 221. 
:'i,il[ El :(:E)\.,C,,. 

· 72 Chang supra note 57, at 221-22. Mcngzi (;f,;.-'f) - Gong Sun Chou I 
( 't.,Jl/dl:J:.x.i). 

73 Id. 
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heart of shame, 'rightness' (yi fl); from the heart of humility, 'propri-
ety' (Ii 11#1); and from the heart of right and wrong, 'wisdom' (zhi 
:9.IP) ,,74 

J-;:;J • 

C. Confucians' View on Law 

Both Confucius and Mencius had a low regard for law because 
they did not see law as the proper device to control human behavior. 
They believed "law has no moral validity because it is merely the ad 
hoc creation of modern men who wish by means of it to generate polit-
ical power."75 For example, consider the following famous statement 
made in Lun-Yu (iifniff/1 Analects of Confucius), 

Guide [the people] by government decrees and keep them in 
line with penal laws, [they] will [find ways to] stay out of trou-
ble but will have no sense of shame; guide them by moral prin-
ciples and keep them in line with the rites, the people will not 
only have sense of shame but also strive for higher standards. 76 

Xunzi, however, was more receptive to law, but he believed that 
rites should form the basis of law. "Without the rites there could be no 
law .... "77 In pursuing a harmonious society, the Confucians argued 
"there were norms higher than man-made laws to observe, [and] there-
fore, they wanted man-made laws to be in line with the higher norms . 
• • • "

78 Xunzi's famous quote undoubtedly supports civil disobedience 
when man-made laws are in conflict with the higher norm. As it was 

74 

75 
Id. al 222. 
BODDE & MORRIS, supra note 4, al 21. 

76 Chang, supra note 57, at 215. 
"M28~. W28ffi, ~~~-%, M28m. W28m. ~%fl~" 

The Analects (nifuitll') - Wei Zheng(;<¥;~)- Liu BAONAN li)1J'l'l:!fij, LUN Yu ZHENG YI 
iiiiilitll-IE~ (RECTIFICATION OF ANNOTATION ON ANALECTS) 22 (1978). James Legge 
translated the Analects passage this way: "If the people be led by laws, and uniformi-
ty sought to be given then1 by punishments, they will try to avoid the punisl11ne11t, 
but have no sense of shame. If they be led by virtue, and uniformity sought lo be 
given thc1n by the rules of propriety, they will have the sense of shame, and 1noreo-
ver will become good." Confucian Analects, in I THE CHINESE CLASSICS: 
TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH WITH PRELIMINARY ESSAYS AND EXPLANATORY NOTES, 
bk. 2, ch. 3, al 86 (James Legge trans., London, N. Trubncr & Co. 2d ed. 1869) 
(2011 ), available at htlp://files.liberlyfund.orglfilcs/2270/Leggc_l430-
0I_EBk_v6.0.pdf. 

77 Chang, supra note 57, at 233. ")&~l::JV~t Hb:JR~Y!ill" Xunzi (1;+3 -Y-) - Xiu 
Shen ({1.ti)r). 

78 Id. at 262. 
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written, "to follow the Way but not one's ruler, and to obey rightness 
but not one's father ... were behaviors of great significance."79 

D. Confucians and the Mandate of Heaven 

Confucians were strong believers in the Mandate of Heaven. They 
believed rulers and those in power are mandated by God. "It is said in 
the Book of History, 'Heaven, having produced the inferior people, 
made for them rulers, and made for them instructors, with the purpose 
that they [the rulers] should be aiding to God, and gave them [the peo-
ple] distinction throughout the four quarters [ of the land]. "'80 At first 
glance, the Mandate of Heaven seems similar to the European notion 
of the Divine Right of Kings, in that both concepts sought to legiti-
mize the rulers' authority by divine approval. Nevertheless, the two 
have a crucial difference in that the Divine Right of Kings granted 
absolute legitimacy, whereas the Mandate of Heaven was conditional 
upon the virtue of the ruler. 

E. Confucian View on the People's Right to Overthrow a Ruler 

Mencius's teaching suggested the governed have a right to resist 
tyranny, and an unworthy ruler may not only be dethroned but killed. 
In this regard, Mencius went further than Xunzi' s endorsement of acts 
of civil disobedience as discussed above. The following is an excerpt 
of the conversation between King Xuan of Qi and Mencius: 

King Seuen of Ts'e81 asked, saying, "Was it so that T'ang82 

banished Keeh83 , and king Woo84 smote Chow85?" Mencius 

79 Id, at 232. "i!EifilT1!£°i'i, 1!£~;f1!£5i:, }..z:k1'rllio "Xunzi ('IIFT-) - Zi 
Dao ( .Cfifil). 

80 " ((~)) El:xllir~, Wz'EL i'FZ8in" 'itlei=i;J'l;WiJ::•li\', Jil!ZIITJ:!:," " 
Mengzi (;);:']'-) - Liang Hui Wang II (~!.51:Er), 2 THE CHINESE CLASSICS: 
TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH WITH PRELIMINARY ESSAYS AND EXPLANATORY NOTES 
104 (James Legge trans., London, N. Trlibner & Co. 1875) (2011), available at 
http://files.libertyfund.org/files/2269/Legge_ I 430-02_EBk_ v6.0. pdf. 

81 King Seuen of Ts'e also known as King Xuan of Qi ('/lf'§:£). The State of 
Qi was one of the seven major states of the Warring States Period and King Xuan 
was receiving advice from Mencius during his reign between 319-301 B.C. 

82 T'ang, also known as Shang Tang (il'!Jl8'), was the first king of the Shang 
Dynasty who reigned between 1617-1588 B.C. 

83 Keeh, also known as Xia Jie (]Hit), was the last king of the Xie Dynasty 
who had traditionally been regarded as a tyrant. 

84 King Woo, also spelled King Wu (Jlilft\;::E), was the first king of the Zhou 
Dynasty I 046-256 B.C. 
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replied, "It is so in the Records." [The king] said, "May a sub-
ject put his ruler to death?" The reply was, "He who outrages 
benevolence is called a ruffian; he who outrages righteousness 
is called a villain. The ruffian and villain we call a mere fellow. 
I have heard [that king woo put to death the mere] fellow 
Chow; [but] I have not heard [ of the saying that he put the] 
ruler [Chow] to death."86 

89 

Here, Mencius gave the best-known examples in ancient history of 
unworthy rulers being replaced by a virtuous king to illusl!'ate the 
point that since antiquity successful insurrections were viewed as evi-
dence that the Mandate of Heaven had passed to the successive dynas-
ty. 

On another occasion, Mencius said that "[i]f the ruler have [sic] 
great faults [i.e., not righteous], [his high ministers] ought to remon-
strate with him; and if he do[ es] not listen to them, when they have 
done so again and again, they ought to appoint another in his place."87 

In short, unworthy rulers can be overthrown by high ministers. Con-
sider the following conversation between Mencius and his follower 
Gong-sun Chou: 

Kung-sun Ch 'ow said, "E Yin said, 'I cannot be near so diso-
bedient a person,' and therewith he banished T'ae-keah88 to 
T'ung. The people were much pleased. When T'ae-keah be-
came virtuous, he then brought him back; and the people were 
much pleased. "When worthies are ministers, and their rulers 
are not virtuous, may they indeed banish them in this way?" 
Mencius replied, "If they have the mind of E Yin, they may. If 
they have not the mind, it would be usurpation."89 

85 Chow was also known as King Zhou or Shang (n'ilI.J':E). He was the last 
king or the Shang Dynasty who reigned between 1075-1046 B.C. 

86 'Jin'r:EJI\JEI : "ii\'J!i<i'<t ii.\::Eix:*·J-. T'fill'i?";i;,:-=-fttEI : "JtN,lT'fZo " 
ic=i : "l::Iii;t;1,t~, i'iJ'fr 1=1 : "llil\twm11z11&, n&a'ii·tiwz:i;Jt 
Vci!llil\z.A, n\!l z -1<0 [Jfi;i:l,-1eff:.J'*, *llf]ll,i~mo Mengzi (;7;;:-:Y-) - Liang Hui 
Wang II (i\{M,{]:T), 2 THE CHINESE CLASSICS, supra note 80, at 107 (emphasis 
added). 

87 Id. at 177. "f;:,t:ki@H11Jli\li. lxfliZffiPFlf<&L HIJ¥<\fi'z:" "Mengzi (;i;,:CJ'-)-
Wan Zhang II (J1J!;i-fil::-). 

88 T'ae-keah, also spelled Tai Jia, was the fourth king of the Shang Dynasty 
who reigned between 1579-1557 B.C. E Yin was Tai Jia's Prime Minister. 

89 '.'L~f,1\ fl: El :"fJI JJ· l=I : ''f,C'f JljFf :of Jill'!o , }jje,\;: ffl T 11m' 13';:khl:o 
*~R. XlxZ, 13';:kffl" ft'l'irzSAfil&, ~B~R. m~B~fi?";.\'.:CJ'-
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Here, Mencius cautioned that only worthy ministers should attempt the 
task of banishing a virtueless ruler. However, he seemed to relax this 
general rule when there was a lack of virtuous high ministers capable 
of the task. In that case, Mencius believed Heaven would raise up what 
he termed "Minister of Heaven"90 to help the people.91 Throughout 
history, Mencius claimed that "never has there been such a case where 
[the Minister of Heaven] did not attain to the royal dignity."92 

,=I : "iftJijl·,;c:;c,\:;, RlfiiJ ; 1!\\ii''Jl·.;c:;;l'(, NIJ:llilio " Mengzi (it.'l"-) - Jin Xin I 
(rl!H:} J:.), 2 THE CHINESE CLASSICS, supra note 80, at 202. 

90 Here is Mencius's definition of the term ''Minister of Heaven": 
Mencius said, "If [a ruler] give honour to men of talents and virtue and em-
ploy the able, so Lhal offices shall all be filled by individuals of the highest 
distinction, then all lhe scholars of the kingdom will be pleased, and wish lo 
stand in his court. If in the market-places he levy a ground-rent on the shops 
but do not tax lhe goods, or enforce the [proper] regulations without levying 
a ground-rent, then all traders of the kingdom will be pleased, and wish to 
store their goods in his marketplaces. If at the frontier-gates there be an in-
spection of the persons, bul no charges levied, then all the travellers of Lhe 
kingdom will be pleased, and wish to be found on his roads. If the hus-
bandmen be required lo give their material aid [in cultivating the public 
field], and no levies be made [of the produce of their own), then all lhe 
farmers in the kingdom will be pleased, and wish to plough in his fields. If 
from the [occupiers of the] people's dwellings he do not exact the clolh re-
quired from the individual [idler] or the quota for residences, then all lhe 
people in the kingdom will be pleased, and wish to be his people. If [a ruler) 
can truly practise these five things, then the people of neighbouring States 
will look up to him as a parent. From the first birth of mankind until now 
never has any one led children to attack their parents, and succeeded in his 
enterprise. Such [a ruler) will not have an enemy under the sky, and he who 
has no enemy under the sky is the minister of Heaven." 

Id. at 118. Mengzi (;l"~-=J"-)- Gong Sun Chou I (CL.,r!1HlJ:.). 
~.:-fB : J\ll'i!ti:£1.!lru, l$tittB:{i'z:, l~IJX:Tz±W'!Slilil!,1fi.l'.z:Jk!J:if,jj*=o m 
SililTfil. mililT&, ~X:T.:.'.'.:.W'!Slilil•B•Arn*o ••ililTfil 
, NIJX:TzJ1Hf·ltl:ilil!IJi/±\~Al1-ll*o 'l'Jf;'j\fFJJililTH&. f!IJ;RTzic'!J.'i\'·tQ 
]ljjJJllUJFI» Afil1·""" !llil!!t'i::!( .!ILZ1ij, l!IJ :RTz1"''fe,"'IJ/: flii!lj'ji, z tll\9€:" it 
!ruff~~~-~--.:.'.'.:~~.:.'.'.:~~·*· *A'l"-M, ~A~•- i~ 
~,:;,*, *1'f~gjJ!l,l'llli. froJlt, J!1JJ~trlil'..lt:RT0 J![~.lit:XT~. xsl2: 
Igo 

91 Id. at 38. 
92 "l!~,itiJ(!l61ic:Tf,·, 5':~l:!!,. f/,\]lij:cj,T_;/'i. ;,li:;2_{~-1:!!,. " Mcngzi (~.:-f) 

- Gong Sun Chou I ("t-,f#dl:J:.), THE CHINESE CLASSICS: VOL. 2, supra note 80, al 
118. 
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F. Confucian View on Social Class Status 

In ancient China, people were characterized by their intellectual 
differences. Hence the Confucian saying, "[t]hose who labour with 
their minds [the superiors] govern others; and those who labor with 
their strength [the inferiors] are governed by others.',93 

In the Confucian worldview, people are divided according to their 
social status. Because equality was not inherent in any society, Confu-
cians believed that any attempt to equalize what was unequal would be 
irrational. 94 Instead, the teaching of Confucians "emphasized that dif-
ferences are in the very nature of things and that only through the 
harmonious operation of these differences could a fair social order be 
achieved."95 Therefore, Ii are "formulated to regulate the expected, 
reciprocal attitudes and behavior between persons occupying different 
social statuses."96 

G. Conjitcians' Ii and Natural Law 

Confucians believe "Ii derive their universal validity from the fact 
that they were created by the intelligent sages of antiquity in conformi-
ty with human nature and with the cosmic order.',97 In another words, 
because li "are rooted in innate human feeling ... they represent what 
men in general instinctively feel to be right."98 This prompted some 
scholars to suggest the Confucian Ii formed a reasonably close parallel 
to the Western concept of natural Iaw.99 So, what is natural law? 

To avoid confusion, this article will utilize Needham's 100 termi-
nology and use "the expression 'natural law' ... [to reference law 
that] is natural for all men to obey even in the absence of positive stat-
utes .... " 101 And the term '"law or laws of Nature' [to reference] law 
in the sense in which the term is used in the natural sciences." 102 The 

93 ":}}1L,,,(J·¥frA, ~)1fi·¥ftfJ/;:A" Mcngzi (~--1-) - Teng Wen Gong I 
(lili Y: ,,_~ l:), THE CHINESE CLASSICS: VOL. 2. supra nolc 80, at I 33. 

94 QU, supra note 4, at 226. 
95 Id. 
% 

97 

98 

Id. at 234. 
BODDE & MORRIS, supra note 4, al 20-2 I. 
Id. at 20. 

99 NEEDHAM, supra note 24, at 544; see a/so Schwartz, supra note 64, at 29. 
100 Joseph Needham (1900-1995), was a British scientist and sinologist. See 

Mansel Davies, Joseph Needham, 30 BRIT. J. FOR HIST. Sci. 95, 95 (1997). '°1 Bodde, supra note 24, at 709 n. I. 
rni Id. 
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idea was that "just as earthly imperial lawgivers enacted codes of posi-
tive law, to be obeyed by men, so also the celestial and supreme ra-
tional creator deity had laid down a series of laws which must be 
obeyed by minerals, crystals, plants, animals and the stars in their 
courses.'' 103 

To Budziszewski, natural law "is built into the design of human 
nature and woven into the fabric of the normal human mind."104 He 
claimed "Certain moral principles are not only right for all, but at 
some level known to all. They are the universal common sense of the 
human race .... " 105 In the Bible, Apostle Paul spoke of conscience as 
a common moral ground in the human race. In the Book of Romans, he 
said even the non-Jews who did not receive divine revelation of God's 
law knew how to distinguish right from wrong: 

Indeed, when Gentiles, who do not have the law, do by nature 
things required by the law, they are a law for themselves, even 
though they do not have the law. They show that the require-
ments of the law are written on their hearts, their consciences 
also bearing witness, and their thoughts sometimes accusing 
them and at other times even defending them. 106 

Likewise, Sir Edward Coke (1552-1634 A.D.), a famous English 
jurist, believed that natural law is what "God at the time of creation of 
man infused into his heart, for his preservation and direction."107 

Therefore, he asserted that before Moses of Israel received the Ten 
Commandments at Mount Sinai, the people of God were governed by 
natural law "written with the finger of God in the heart of man." 108 In 
fact, this kind of natural law thinking was shared by other influential 
$inkers such as Thomas Aquinas, Sir William Blackstone, and Dr. 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

In the thirteen century, Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274 A.D.) posited 
the theory that there are four kinds of law: (1) eternal law, (2) divine 
law, (3) natural law, and (4) human law. 109 He claimed eternal law is 
the dictates of God's reason by which He rules the universe; divine 
law is the portion of eternal law revealed to men through special reve-

103 

104 

2003). 

Id. at 709. 
J. BUDZISZEWSKI, WHAT WE CAN'T NOT KNOW 14 (Spence Publ'n Co., 

105 Id. at 15. 1~his is similar to Mencius's idea that people were born with a 
common sense or rightness. See also supra text accompanying note 70. 

106 Romans 2:14-15 (New International) (emphasis added). 
107 Edward Coke, Calvin's Case (1610), in BRAUCH, supra note 16, al 42-43. 
108 Id at 43. 
109 Kreeft, supra note 16, al 24-26. 
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lation, i.e., scriptures; natural law is the dictates of God's reason in 
men's hearts; and human law is the dictate of human reason inducing 
men to act or forbidding them to act in certain ways. 110 In Aquinas's 
words, natural law is "the rational creature's participation of the eter-
nal law." 111 He stated "since all things subject to Divine providence 
are ruled and measured by the eternal law ... all things partake some-
what of the eternal law ... from its being imprinted on them, they de-
rive their respective inclinations to their proper acts and ends." 112 As a 
result, the function of the natural law is for humanity to "discern what 
is good and what is evil." 113 He believed that when human law con-
flicts with natural law, it is not law but a perversion of law. 114 

Aquinas's natural law theory has an important place in the Western 
legal tradition because it heavily shaped and influenced the develop-
ment of English common law. One can definitely see Aquinas's shad-
ow in Sir William Blackstone's (1723-1780 A.D.) Commentaries on 
the Laws of England. For example, Blackstone called the law of nature 
the "will of his maker." 115 He stated that "when [God] created man, 
and endued him with freewill to conduct himself in all parts of life, He 
[God] laid down certain immutable laws of human nature, whereby 
that freewill is in some degree regulated and restrained, and gave him 
also the faculty of reason to discover the purport of those laws." 116 In 
regards to common law, which is human law based upon stare decisis, 
Blackstone commented that if a "former decision is manifestly absurd 
or unjust, it is declared, not that such a sentence was bad law, but that 
it was not law . . .. " 117 When a judge refuses to follow precedent, 

110 
111 

Id. 
Id. al 25. 

112 Id. This coincided with Mencius's point that people were born with an in-
nate sense of rightness. See supra text accompanying notes 69-72. 

113 Krccfl, supra note 16, al 25. 
114 This matched the Confucian belief that there are higher nonns out there 

than man-made law. It also coincided with the Guanzi passage that 1nan-n1ade law 
"must be patlerncd on the ,noral way." See supra note 23. 

115 Blackstone used the tern1 "law of nature" as an equivalent to Aquinas's 
naJural law. BlACKSTONE, supra note 30, at 47. Sec supra note 35 and accompany-
ing text for con1parison and discussion between "will of his 111aker" and the Mandate 
of Heaven. 

116 See BLACKSTONE, supra note 30, al 47. This coincided with Confucian's 
belief that people were born with an innate ability to see reason. See supra notes 66-
74. 

117 See BLACKSTONE, supra note 30, at 83 (emphasis added). Aquinas had the 
sa,ne belief when he said that "when human law conflicts with natural law, it is not 
law but a perversion of law." See supra note 114 and accon1panying text. 
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Blackstone believed that the role of a judge is not "to make new law, 
but to vindicate the old one from misrepresentation."118 

In more recent history, it is evident that Aquinas's natural law the-
ory is still alive. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. (1929-1968 A.D.), a 
prominent leader in the African-American civil rights movement, cited 
Aquinas when he explained why segregation ordinances were unjust. 
He asserted "a just law is a man-made code that squares with the mor-
al law or the law of God. An unjust law is a code that is out of harmo-
ny with the moral law." 119 Using Aquinas's terminology, an unjust 
law is a human law that is not rooted in eternal law and natural law. 
King believed that "any law that degrades human personality is un-
just" and since "segregation distorts the soul and damages the person-
ality," "[a]ll segregation statutes are unjust .... " 120 

H. The Close Parallel Between Natural Law and Confucianism 

In comparing the basic principles of Confucianism and the West-
ern concept of natural law, a few close parallels can be drawn. For 
instance, Mencius's view that people were born with an innate sense 
of rightness was similar to the fundamental tenet of the natural law 
theory that God has imprinted His law in men's hearts. Confucians 
believe there are higher norms than man-made law matches perfectly 
with Aquinas's theory that eternal law, divine law, and natural law are 
all higher laws than human law. The Guanzi passage that said "man-
made law must be patterned on the moral Way" is similar to Aquinas's 
belief that when human law conflicts with natural law, it is not law but 
a perversion of law. Xunzi' s teaching that it is better to follow the 
Way than to obey the ruler when man-made laws are in conflict with 
the higher norm is analogous to Blackstone's comment that judges 
should refuse to follow precedent when the former decision is unjust. 
Last but not least, Xunzi and Mencius's teaching approving civil diso-
bedience and the overthrow of unworthy rulers supports Dr. Martin 
Luther King, Jr.' s civil rights movement, which was grounded in 
Aquinas's teaching that unjust law is a human law not rooted in natu-
ral law and should not be followed. 

118 See BLACKSTONE, supra note 30, at 83. 
119 Martin Luther King, Jr., Letter from Birm;,igham Jail (1963), in BRAUCH, 

supra note 16, at 60, 61. 
120 Id. Xunzi would have approved King's acts of civil disobedience because 

King followed God's law rather than man-made segregation law. According to 
Xunzi, Dr. King's behavior was of "great significance." 
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I. Legalism 

Legalism gained prominence during the Warring State Period 
(476-221 B.C.) of Chinese history. Among the most famous propo-
nents were Li Kui 121 (*tm 455-395 B.C.), Shang Yang 122 (]l'l)!f&/ 390-
338 B.C.), and Han Fei (iiilrllc 280-233 B.C.). 123 The Legalists advo-
catedfazhi (i't~i't rule by law) - usingfa (i't law) as opposed to Ii (fWl 
propriety) to rule or govern. 124 Legalists believed the law was merely a 
tool used by the ruler to govern the state and its people. 125 Law's 
source of authority comes from the authority of the king. 126 Legalists 
believed humans are self-interested and cannot be induced merely by 
moral suasion to act altruistically. 127 They were concerned primarily 
with the great majority who are selfish and not the insignificant few 
who are good. 128 Therefore,fazhi can be simplified in two words: pun-
ishment and reward. 129 

The Book of Lord Shang (P~j:/lri') described that "the idea of pun-
ishment is to restrain depravity and the idea of rewards is to support 
the interdicts." 130 The Legalists took it to the extreme, saying "You 
who obey my orders shall be rewarded ... you who disobey my orders 
shall be put to death .... " 131 In essence, under Legalism, the function 

121 Li Kui was the Prime Minister of !he Slate of Wei (!1JUl@I) in 407 B.C. and 
was known by his "Canon of Laivs" which was "a compilation of the legislative 
experiences of the various slales during the Spring and Autumn Period" (770-476 
B.C.). See Liang, supra note 3, at 84 n.87. 

122 Shang Yang was born in the State of Wey (fi~tr/[Q]), but beca1nc a statesrnan 
in the state of Qin under Duke Xiao (~~-i~). He was known to i1nple1ncnt strict 
reforms in the State of Qin, which transforn1cd it to be a controlling militaristic state. 
The oppressive reform laid a strong foundation for Qin's eventual unification of 
China in 221 B.C. The Book of Lord Shang (K°fll\"1!}=), an early lcgalist work, was 
generally attributed to Shang Yang. See Liang, supra note 3, at 81 n.78. 

123 Liu, supra note I, at I 77-86. 
124 Liang, supra note 3, at 80. 
125 Id. at 83. 
126 Id. 
127 BODDE & MORRIS, supra note 4, at 23-24; see also Chang, supra note 57, at 

251. 
128 BODDE & MORRIS, supra note 4, at 23. 
129 Liang, supra note 3, at 81. 
130 J. J.-L. Duyvendak, The Book of Lord Shang, UNIVERSITE DU QUEBEC & 

CH!COUTIMI, I I 5 (1928), http://classiques.uqae.ea/classiques/duyvendak_jjl/ 
B25_book_ol'__lord_shang/duyvlord.pdf. 

131 Book of Documents (n'l1{\F), The Speech at Gan C-11"":':il, iu THE SACRED 
BOOKS OF CHINA 77 (James Legge trans., Oxford: The Clarendon Press 1879), 
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of law was to stop wickedness and to encourage obedience. In an ideal 
legalist society, everyone is equal before the law and the law is to be 
applied uniformly. 132 At least one scholar pointed out that because the 
law is whatever the king said it is, "It would be more than naive to 
expect this kind of law to be applied uniformly .... " 133 For this rea-
son, the Legalist' s "rule by law" is more akin to the concept of rex lex 
( the king is the law) and should not to be confused with the Western 
"rule of law" notion of lex rex (law is king) that denote no one 1s 
above the law. 134 

J. The Compromise: Confucianization of the Law 

History tells us the Legalists won the debate between the two 
schools of thought when the state of Qin (~ffi\ll) adopted legalist Shang 
Yang's policy and ultimately unified China in 221 B.C. 135 The Legal-
ist used law arbitrarily to manipulate peoples' behaviors by imposing 
extremely cruel and harsh punishment on those who rebelled. In par-
ticular, the Legalists were notorious for burning all the classical texts 
and writings of the non-Legalist schools of thought. 136 Confucians 
were killed for challenging the authorities. 137 However, the tyrannical 
Qin dynasty was short-lived. In fifteen years, the Qin Dynasty was 
replaced by the Han Dynasty and Legalism was replaced by Confu-
cianism as the dominant ideology. 138 

The Confucians' view of using Ii to maintain social order through 
moral suasion and education was obviously different than the Legal-
ist's view of using law and punishment for the same end. Qu correctly 
pointed out that although the conceptual conflict between li and law 
was fundamental; the problem of whether to use moral suasion or pun-
ishment to enforce the ideal social order was only secondary. 139 There-
fore, it is possible Ii could be enforced by moral suasion as well as by 

available at http://archive.org/download/sacredbooksofch03conf/sacredbooksofch 
03conf.pdC 

132 Qu , supra nole 4, at 242-44; see also BODDE & MORRIS, supra note 4, at 
25. 

133 Liang, supra note 3, at 83. 
134 For further discussion on the concepts rule by law, rule of law, and rule of 

man, see Head, supra note 5, at 34-37; see also Liang, supra note 3, at 88-89. 
135 Chang, supra note 57, at 262. 
136 d l . ; see also BODDE & MORRIS, supra note 4, at 27. 
137 Chang, supra note 57, at 262-63. 
138 BODDE & MORRIS, supra note 4, at 27. 
139 Qu , supra note 4, at 268. 
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punishment. History tells us this was exactly what happened after the 
collapse of Qin dynasty. During the Han dynasty, the incorporation of 
the principle and spirit of the Confucian Ji into the legal codes was 
described as the "Confucianization of law". 140 Although Confucians 
did not think highly of law, they "never completely rejected ... legal 
sanction. They on! y objected to replacing moral influence by punish-
ment." 141 

As Legalism became more prominent, the Confucians made more 
compromises regarding the value of law and punishment. 142 Xunzi 
said, "the origin of punishment is to restrain violence, to hate evil and 
to be a warning against the future [ occurrence of violence and 
evil]." 143 He also claimed that "if a murderer is not put to death, and if 
a man who wounds another is not punished, this is being kind to cruel-
ty and generous to thieves, and does not show hatred of evil."144 

Therefore, if justice is to be pursued, proportionate punishments that 
correspond with the severity of the crime are necessary. This view is 
similar to the retributivist thinking in the ancient Jewish culture men-
tioned in the Book of Deuteronomy. 145 For "[w]herever the Scriptures 
mention a deterrent effect from a punishment to be administered ... 
they mention that effect as a byproduct of retribution." 146 Similarly, 
Liang argued that "[p]unishments by themselves are without meaning 
unless they are ... reflections of the intrinsic moral demands of socie-
ty." 147 He claimed that the combination of punishment and moral ex-
hortations, what he termed as "the moralization of law" and the "legal-
ization of morality," are the "fundamental essence of ancient Chinese 
law."148 

140 BODDE & MORRIS, supra note 4, at 29. For a specific example of how Con-
fucian ele1nents were introduced into the codes of the various dynasties, sec Qu, 
supra note 4, at 276 n.295. 

141 Qu, supra note 4, at 268 (emphasis added). 
142 Id. at 269. 
143 "J·cJfiJA.2.::¥, f,tZ~iii.\iill, H.1/tJJ.;,,fc ll!,, " Xunzi (i:IJ'}) - Zheng Lun 

(iEMtr), cited in Qu, supra note 4, at 269. 
144 ,, 1&A.X -'F!iE, ffi){~A.X ,flflj, Ji':M'H!n;nmt£H1J:ll!,, :J~fil\if,\\ll!,, ,, 

Xunzi cr:Jr) - Zheng Lun (i[,',l,tr), cited in id. at 269-70. 
145 See Deuteronomy 13:6-11; 17:8-13; 19: 15-21; 21: 18-21. 
146 Craig A. Stern, Biblical Lin1its on the Role of Civil Government, presented 

before the Biblical Law Study Group at the annual meeting of the Evangelical Theo-
logical Society in Washington, D.C. 10 (Nov. 16, 2006). 

147 Liang, supra note 3, at 87. 
148 Id. at 87-88. 
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III. EVIDENCE OF HIGHER LAW THINKING IN THE CHINESE HISTORICAL 
RECORD 

A. Chinese Etymology and Paleography: Oracle Bone Inscription 

Higher law thinking is about evaluating man's law based on God's 
law. Therefore, the fundamental premise of such philosophy is based 
on people's knowledge about God. Artifacts and oracle bone inscrip-
tions reveal that as early as the Shang Dynasty (1751-1112 B.C.), the 
Chinese people already had a well-developed religion. 149 These find-
ings reveal that the Shang people believed in three classes of spirits: 
(1) Shang Di (_ti/ff Lord on High), (2) shen (fill~ gods/spirits), and 
(3) zu xian (fJBt ancestors). 150 Out of these categories, Shang Di was 
revered as the supreme creator God and shen as lesser spirits. 151 The 
word "Shang'' (1:.) in "Shang Di" means above, sovereign, most high, 
first in order; the word "Di" (','J'f) means Lord, emperor. 152 

Shang Di is traditionally portrayed "as a single supreme deity 
reigning at the apex of the complex Shang pantheon: the high god of 
the Shang."153 The supreme deity was known to "possess[] many pow-
ers over nature . . . . [ and] the range of [ Shang Di's] natural powers 
seems to have exceeded any other single deity's." 154 The etymology of 
the word "Di" also reveals "Di" ('/ff) may have come from the word 
"calyx/bud" ('irr). 155 Thong suggested "[i]f this interpretation is accu-

149 9 THONG, supra note 24, at 7 . 
150 Id. The term "Shang Ti'" another spelling for "Shang Di" appears three 

times in Shima Kunio's lnkyo bokuji sorui - an indexed collation of characters found 
in oracle bone inscriptions excavated from Yin Xu (ij~ilfil) located in present day 
Henan (liiTf¥f) province. Robert Eno, Was There a High God Ti in Shang Religion?, 
15 EARLY CHINA I, I n.l (1990). 

151 THONG, supra note 24, at 85. 
1s2 . I Kang Xi Impena Dictionary cited in THONG, supra note 24, at 83. "It 

should be noted that the word "Shang" (l:) in Shang Di is a different Chinese char-
acter from the "Shang" (illi) in 'Shang Dynasty"'. THONG, supra note 24, at 79 n.3. 

153 ENO, supra note 150, at 2. 
154 Id. at 3. Compare id. at 7, where Professor Eno argued that Shang Di may 

have been e1nployed solely as a generic or corporate term, never implying the con-
cept of a single supreme deity because of the absence of reliable inscription referenc-
ing sacrifices to Shang Di. As we shall see, the Historical Records refuted this when 
historian Si1na Qian (B'J f.@~) documented sacrifices were made to Shang Di by the 
Yellow Emperor at Mount Tai even before the Shang Dynasty. 

155 Wang Hong Yuan, THE ORIGINS OF CHINESE CHARACTERS Zr LI QIAN 
QUN ('¥ !JJA£>41) 56 (2000), cited in THONG, supra note 24, at 83. See also ENO, 
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rate, then the inventor of this character was depicting the creating 
power of God: a flower bud is the beginning of a new life." 156 

In Zhou texts, Shang Di was "clearly a semi-abstract anthropo-
morphic deity, substantially identical to T'ien [Ji: heaven]." 157 Be-
cause Tian did not appear in the Shang's oracle texts, it has been sug-
gested that after Zhou conquered Shang, it adopted Shang Di as the 
equivalent of Tian and used the terms interchangeably. 158 Zheng Xuan 
(tlll1:; 127-200 A.O.), a Confucian scholar near the end of Han Dynasty 
(206 B.C.-220 A.O.), confirmed this in his commentary of the Histori-
cal Records when he stated that "Shang Di is another name for Tian. 
The [lesser] spirits do not have two Lords." 159 

In the late sixteenth century, Italian sinologist Matteo Ricci ( 1552-
1610 A.O.) spent his life in China advocating the similarities between 
Confucianism and Christianity. After "having leafed through a great 
number of ancient books ... [he concluded] the Sovereign on High 
and the Lord of Heaven are different only in name." 160 He claimed that 
"[h]e who is called Lord of Heaven in [his] humble country is He who 
is called Shang Ti [Di] in Chinese." 161 Similarly, famous Scottish si-
nologist James Legge (1815-1897 A.O.) also maintained that "the 
Chinese do know the true God, and have a word in their language an-
swering to our word God, to the Hebrew Elohim, and to the Greek 
Theos." 162 Regardless of whether Shang Di is in fact the same God of 
the Christian faith, the oracle bone inscriptions support the proposition 
that higher-law thinking existed in ancient China because they verify 
the fundamental premise that the ancient Chinese knew about the su-
preme creator God. 

supra note 150, at 19 (attributing such theory Io Sung scholar Cheng Chaio (I I 02-
1160 A.D.)). 

156 THONG, supra note 24, at 83. 
157 ENO, supra note 150, at 14. Note T' ien is also spelled Tian. 
158 Id. For a discussion of Tian, see KENNETH SCOTI LATOURETIE, A HISTORY 

OF CHRISTIAN MISSIONS IN CHINA 7-8 (1967) ("T'ien was inlelligent, loved right-
eousness, and had regard for the \Vclfare of lhe people. From T'ien the E1npcror de-
rived his authority .... Men's lives were long or short as T'ien detcnnined."); see 
also ]AMES LEGGE, THE RELIGIONS OF CHINA 8-11 (Charles Scribner's Sons 1881 ). 

159 "J3r,'!,·, :;ii:.2,)-J1J:iz.W, f'l'1!I/, · . .r:. " SIMA QIAN (rrJJTI~Jl'i), 28 
HISTORICAL RECORDS (5ic P.c) bk. 6, at 624, quoted in THONG, supra nole 24, at 84. 

160 Matteo Ricci, The True Meaning or the Lord or Heaven 125 (Edward J. 
Malatesta ed., The Ricci Ins!. Chinese Studies 1985) (1603). 

161 Id. at 121. 
162 JAMES LEGGE, THE NOTIONS OF THE CHINESE CONCERNING GOD AND 

SPIRITS 2 ( 1852). 
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B. The Law of Nature 

A survey in the Chinese literature revealed that the concept of law 
of nature existed in ancient Chinese philosophy. Gao You's (i\'6~)163 

commentaries (written in 205-212 A.D.) on the text titled "Teachings 
on the Rules for the Seasons" (fR1rf!1JiJIJ) in Huai-nan-zi (¥ik1"&'f)164 

mentioned that "Tse (rules) are fa (laws). They are fixed law for the 
four seasons, for cold and heat, and for the twelve months. Hence they 
are spoken of as 'rules for the seasons. "'165 In particular, the Huai-
nan-zi passage referred to "Heaven, Earth, and the four seasons ... as 
measuring instruments, which, with unfailing exactitude, ever 'regu-
late' and 'measure' the [shadow and light of the natural world] ... and 
... fit the myriad creatures into their proper relationships." 166 It is also 
recorded that Shang Di "uses [Heaven's plumb-line] as the progenitor 
of [the myriad] creatures."167 The supreme God is "stated to exercise 
supervision over the whole operation" of the fixed laws for the four 
seasons and as the origin of the myriad creatures. 168 

C. Natural Law 

The claim that natural-law thinking existed in ancient China is un-
disputable. As with the Guanzi169 and Xunzi170 passages cited in Part 
II above, the passage by Lu Zhi 171 (~~'11t) in Lu Xuan Gong Ji 

163 Gao You (/.'li~) was a scholar of the Eastern Han dynasty (25-220 A.D.). 
He wrote commentaries on the Spring and Autumn Annals and Mencius. See 
WILLIAM H. BAXTER, TRENDS lN LlNGUlSTlCS STUDIES AND MONOGRAPHS 64: A 
HANDBOOK OF 0Ll) CHINESE PHONOLOGY 295 (1996). 

164 According to Bodde, the Huai-nan-zi passage is a product of "Yin-Yang 
and Five Elements"' cosmology and it belongs lo the second century B.C. (early Han 
Dynasty).Bodde, supra note 24, at 722. Also, the term Huai-nan-zi was previously 
spelled Huai-nan-tzu under Wade-Giles Pinyin and "Gao You'' was spelt "Kao Yu." 
Note that the "Hanyu Pinyin" system has superseded older Romanization systems 
such as "Wade-Giles Pinyin" developed in the !9th century. Bodde's article used 
Wade-Giles and this explains the spelling variation. 

165 Id. at 714. 
166 Id. at 718-19. 
167 Id. at 715. 
168 Id. at 719. 
169 Guanzi ('1I''f) - Fa Fa (I.ti!) and Xin Shu I (,i)vlfi l:) see supra notes 23, 

39 and accompanying text. 
170 Xunzi ('ITT -=-f) - Zi Dao ('h.i!i) see supra note 79 and accompanying text. 
171 Lu Zhi (1%\1'!1/ 745-805 A.D.) was a Tang Dynasty's official, serving as a 

chancellor ('.$1U) during the reign of Emperor Dezong of Tang (Jl!H:!.\;;,) (reigned 
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(~f'B' 0~) had a strong natural-law flavor when it stated "[w]hen 
laws [ of men] are to be proclaimed, they should always be verified 
according to the rules of Heaven .... " 172 

"The Art of Ruling" passage (± #rlVII) in Huai-nan-zi (nl:i':sJ T) 
suggested the ancient Chinese believed that law was derived from the 
human heart. It stated "[!Jaw comes from rightness, rightness from the 
various kinds of right measure, and right measure is consistent with 
the human heart and mind. This is the crucial factor in proper or-
der."173 Maccormack took the passage to mean that the ancient Chi-
nese "simply treat [] law as having arisen spontaneously from social 
conditions, in particular from the hearts of men responding to a con-
ception of what was right. It is said specifically that law dropped nei-
ther from heaven nor earth, but arose from human society itself." 174 
But what most modern scholars missed is how the human heart knows 
of the law in the first place. Natural law theorists posit it was God who 
imprinted the law in the human heart. 

D. Border Sacrifice 

Border sacrifice is another instance where it is evident that the an-
cient Chinese and especially the Chinese emperors acknowledged the 
existence of a higher authority. "To an emperor, the most important 
thing is to follow the principles of Tian [Heaven]. In following Tian, 
nothing is more important than the sacrifice at the border." 175 The 
Border Sacrifice (Jiao Ji 5115~) is known as the "ceremony of sacrifice 
to Heaven" (Ji Tian ~'X). 176 The ceremony performed by the emper-
or at the Temple of Heaven (Tian Tan ';R.t):11) was "dedicated to the 
worship of the Creator God." 177 Confucius mentioned "the ceremonies 

779-805 A.D.). MARK EDWARD LEWIS, CHINA'S COSMOPOLITAN EMPIRE: THE 
TANG DYNASTY 62 (Harvard Univ. Press 2009). 

172 "!,M!~i~ \5~·J/t:l(f{1J" , Lu Xuan Gong Ji ([lili'r( i~W:)-
;W T/fu@iJjl4igJ;",Ji8i'1f1)Ulrl1,liiJ. cited in Boddc, supra note 24, at 714. 

173 "11<:'l::li~1'.ii, ~'l't:'lcJtW,(jJ!!j, )i',(ii?Jifcl-fi0.A.,L•, J!tffl;zijlfl!!,, ", Huai-
nan-zi (iftfy1'J'-) - The Art of Ruling <ctf,J;fn)il), cited in MacCormack, supra note 23, 
at 4. 

174 Id. at 18. 
175 "·)'jy T.L ±JJ.J);[:k ']')]'(51;.2Jj-:, ;J'(:ii;.2.J¥J);[£ft;);]!f['., " , History of Han 

Dynasty (i~ r~f), Histo,y of the Border Sacrifice (J:l!f['.,J,Cf), cited in THONG, supra 
note 24, al I 15. 

176 Id. 
177 /d.alll4. 
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of ... sacrifices are those by which men serve Shang Di." 178 Until 
1911, Chinese emperors would offer regular sacrifices of good wine 
and animals, and would fast, pray and seek blessing for his country. 179 

The Emperor can be seen "as a servant of the universe" who mediated 
between heaven, earth, time, and space. 180 

According to Thong, the English name "Temple of Heaven" is a 
misnomer. The proper translation of "Tian Tan" should be "Altar of 
Heaven" because "Tian" means "Heaven" and "Tan" means "altar."181 

The Altar of Heaven, a world-famous tourist attraction "was built for 
and was dedicated to the worship of Shang Di .... " 182 Although it 
was built in 1421, historian Sima Qian (i'f]fi.fsii!) documented in the 
Historical Records (Shi Ji St'. Ile) that "sacrifices were performed at 
Mount Tai in coastal Shandong province by many ancient rulers."183 

The border-sacrifices ceremony can be traced to the Yellow Emperor 
(reigned 2697-2599 B.C.), "who built an altar at Mount Tai ... so that 
sacrifices could be made periodically to Shang Di .... [O]nly the most 
worthy emperors, who also served as Shang Di's high priests, were 
permitted to perform the most important of these sacrifices, called 
1ttl'fl (feng shan)." 184 Subsequent emperors who desired to protect 
their Mandate of Heaven would perform "Jeng shan" at Mount Tai. 
For example, it is recorded that 

[i]n 110 B.C. Emperor Wu [of Han Dynasty yl,1;;~$ reigned 
141-87 B.C.] ascended Mount Tai, the sacred mountain in pre-
sent day Shantung, and performed the ceremonies of feng and 
shan, the purpose of which was to report to Heaven that as re-
cipients of the Heavenly mandate he and his ancestors had suc-
cessfully carried out their mission of ruling the people on earth. 
The performance of these ceremonies put the Emperor in direct 
connection with Heaven and placed the final touch upon his 
divine character. The legitimacy was accorded to the position 

178 ";);llH.2.tll', }JlilJ,)!JU:3t,!Bo ", The Doctrine of Mean ( 111 ),iJ°) ch. 19, 
verse 6, quoted in THONG, supra nole 24, at 115. 

179 Szlo, supra nole 28, al 7-8. 
180 Id. at 8. 
181 

182 
THONG, supra note 24, al 112. 
Id. 

183 THONG, supra nole 24, at 114-15. 
184 Historical Records (5'c~E), Feng Shan (}l'~Yµcffi\=) in THONG, supra nole 24, at 

115, 234. 
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of the Emperor, to his person as well as to his authority, as be-
ing beyond the people and above the people. 185 

Hence, it is clear higher law thinking existed in ancient China. 

E Q . SI "H $/,L,c_7 . m u uang mxt:1 +: 
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Last but not least, the first emperor Qin Shi Huang, who unified 
China in 221 B.C., in at least two instances also invoked higher au-
thority to legitimize his power over the people. Desiring to protect his 
Mandate of Heaven, the authoritarian also would perform "Jeng shan" 
at Mount Tai to project to his subjects an image of his special relation-
ship with God. 186 It is also well known that Qin Shi Huang ordered the 
making of the Imperial Jade Seal ({\\lw£1Jill!) with the phrase "having 
received the Mandate from Heaven, may the emperor lead a long and 
prosperous life," (~filnY,:~, ~JHi?JJ<.1§',) carved on it. 187 This Imperial 
Jade Seal was thought to be a symbol of the Mandate of Heaven and 
was gassed on from emperor to emperor even as dynasties rose and 
fell. 1 8 As such, this is the quintessential example of higher law think-
ing in ancient China. 

CONCLUSION 

In Part I, this note explicated the ancient Chinese character for law. 
Etymologically, we know that the word law encapsulated the meaning 
of command (ling) in reference to God's control over nature by giving 
it order. The word "law" is also related to the idea of the Mandate of 
Heaven (Tian Ming), by which the Confucians believed that the su-
preme God (heaven) conferred directly upon each emperor the right to 
rule. Similar to the Apostle Paul's teaching in the Book of Romans, the 
Chinese people believed that the kings' authority was derived from 
God and for that reason, the emperors were called "Son of Heaven." 
The word "law" also includes the meaning of punishment (xing). His-
torical literature has attributed the establishment of punishment to the 
ancient sages. But the record also mentioned that the sages were able 

185 Yti-Ch'Uan Wang , An Outline of The Central Governn1ent of The Fonner 
Han Dynasty, 12 HARV. J. ASIATIC STUD. 134, 140-41 (June 1949). 

186 THONG, supra note 24, at 234. 
187 YI HE & JIANHUA SUN, HISTORY PASSCODE ( • slc\'i\'lilt), (Chinese Workers 

Press 2008) excerpt reprint by NATIONAL MESUEM OF CHINA ("i'lill<ll!J<IW:IW4i!Jfiii) 
http://www.chnmuseum.cn/iabid/138/Info!D/8561 O/frtid/139 (last visited Nov. 14, 
2013). 

1ss Id. 
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to "penetrate the mind of Heaven" and shaped rules of proper behav-
ior. One interpretation of the sages' ability to penetrate heaven's mind 
was that the creator God has imprinted His law in the human heart at 
the time of creation, and man can with reason discern the absolute 
moral truth. 

In Part II, the author compares several basic principles of Confu-
cianism with the Western concept of natural law and highlights the 
close parallel between the two philosophies. In particular, this note 
explores the similarities between the teaching of Guanzi and Thomas 
Aquinas, of Xunzi and Sir William Blackstone, and of Mencius and 
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.. The principles of the Legalism school of 
thought was also covered and the note concludes that the process of 
what is termed "Confucianization of law" throughout the history of 
China allows the principles, spirits, and morality of Confucianism to 
be codified into law. 

Part III of the article provides several pieces of evidence of higher 
law thinking in ancient China. The evidence includes oracle none in-
scription, historical literature, the tradition of border sacrifice, and Qin 
Shi Huang's Imperial Jade Seal. This note concludes that natural-law 
thinking was deeply rooted in the ancient Chinese culture. 

Caleb Wan 


